QUESTION FOR REVIEW OF DAY 1: TABLE 1

Instructions: We’ll be reviewing yesterday’s material by answering questions about it. Discuss your assigned question with your table group, and decide on the answer/s. This is an open-book activity; find the page numbers that pertain to your answer. Have an instructor approve your answer/s and then prepare an easel chart. Be prepared to report out in 8 minutes, giving the answer/s and providing the page numbers. Take a maximum of 2 minutes to report out.

What is the relevance of “The Quotes” exercise to this course?
QUESTION FOR REVIEW OF DAY 1: TABLE 2

Instructions: We’ll be reviewing yesterday’s material by answering questions about it. Discuss your assigned question with your table group, and decide on the answer/s. This is an open-book activity; find the page numbers that pertain to your answer. Have an instructor approve your answer/s and then prepare an easel chart. Be prepared to report out in 8 minutes, giving the answer/s and providing the page numbers. Take a maximum of 2 minutes to report out.

List four characteristics of adult learners and elaborate on two of them.
QUESTION FOR REVIEW OF DAY 1: TABLE 3

Instructions: We’ll be reviewing yesterday’s material by answering questions about it. Discuss your assigned question with your table group, and decide on the answer/s. This is an open-book activity; find the page numbers that pertain to your answer. Have an instructor approve your answer/s and then prepare an easel chart. Be prepared to report out in 8 minutes, giving the answer/s and providing the page numbers. Take a maximum of 2 minutes to report out.

Discuss Adult Learning Styles and Preferences.
QUESTION FOR REVIEW OF DAY 1: TABLE 4

Instructions: We’ll review yesterday’s material by answering questions about it. Discuss your assigned question with your table group, and decide on the answer/s. This is an open-book activity; find the page numbers that pertain to your answer. Have an instructor approve your answer/s and then prepare an easel chart. Be prepared to report out in 8 minutes, giving the answer/s and providing the page numbers. Take a maximum of 2 minutes to report out.

List four skills for making effective presentations and elaborate on two of them.
QUESTION FOR REVIEW OF DAY 1: TABLE 5

Instructions: We’ll review yesterday’s material by answering questions about it. Discuss your assigned question with your table group, and decide on the answer/s. This is an open-book activity; find the page numbers that pertain to your answer. Have an instructor approve your answer/s and then prepare an easel chart. Be prepared to report out in 8 minutes, giving the answer/s and providing the page numbers. Take a maximum of 2 minutes to report out.

What is the relevance of the “Hats” activity to this course?